
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of special project manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for special project manager

Organizing project management training with AMN colleagues and training
new team members
May act as a lead providing direction and guidance to employees working on
assigned project
Execute on key operational projects to ensure Star rating improvement
Represent Stars as a subject matter expert for Enterprise-wide
projects/initiatives
Serves as a Stars and Quality single point of contact routinely briefing key
stakeholders on different aspects of assigned initiatives
Motivate and develop teams through ongoing organizational and industry
change – developing and aligning with strategies of the future
Understand and implement business controls across functions to ensure that
there is clear understanding and ownership of key scorecard measurements
driving continuous improvement over time
Understand and implement best practices related to Stars as it relates to
CMS requirements, contracting, network operations and working with Stars
and Quality business owners
Manage vendors related to Stars improvement and ensure SLA’s are met
Engaging business owners and partners to understand impacts, requirements
and process changes

Qualifications for special project manager
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Bachelors’ Degree in Statistics, Mathematics, or a discipline that involves
heavy use of Statistics (e.g., Finance, Economics, Psychology)
Masters’ Degree in Business, Statistics, Advanced Analytics/Data Science,
Mathematics, Psychology, Computer Science, Finance/Economics or related
field preferred
Strong analytical and oral communication skills
Ability to communicate effectively with non-technical business partners to
help them understand implications of data analysis on the business
Strong planning and organizational skills - Formal project management is a
plus


